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PEARL SOFTWARE RELEASES BETA VERSION OF PEARL ECHO
Pearl Software has unveiled Pearl Echo Version 11 with support for the
Microsoft Windows 8 operating system.
Exton, PA – June 26, 2013 - Pearl Software continues to enhance its highly acclaimed Employee
Internet monitoring and filtering products with new features and support for Microsoft’s latest
technologies. In addition to full support for Windows 8, this latest offering from Pearl includes Echo
Noise Reduction™ for more targeted usage reporting, added data security, stricter blocking
capabilities and enhancements in administrative usability.
“The majority of new features are the direct result of customer feedback,” said Pearl Software CTO,
Joe Field. “Many of our customers are multi-year clients, some extending back over ten years.
Through direct interaction we continue to learn what our customers want and expect to see in our
products. They are excited and our relationship with them is strengthened when customers see
their suggestions come to life.” Pearl Software’s products continue to satisfy enterprise endpoint
security needs even as Microsoft announces the end of life of ISA and many of its Forefront
security offerings.
In peer-to-peer, server-centric and client-server computing environments, Pearl Echo filters and
monitors a variety of Internet activities including e-mail, IM, chat, news, the transferring of files
and Web browsing. The software's patented mobility technology is an ideal tool for organizations
that want their policies for Internet use to cover not only their internal network but also to extend
beyond it.
About Pearl Software
Pearl Software of Exton, Pa., was founded in 1996 and is a leader in the development of Internet
monitoring and web filtering software that is used by companies, government agencies, schools,
hospitals and other public and private entities around the world. Its products are designed to
provide network administrators with tools to monitor employee Internet usage and protect their
networks from internal and external threats. For additional news on Pearl Software, please visit
http://www.pearlsw.com.
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